
 year is upon us, and January surely will be a colorful month.

As a day passed by, a new day dawns.

So, we have opened yet a new chapter in our journey of artistic exploration.

We are looking forward to share with you more cultural events and artworks in 2021.

5/F, One Pacific Place 88 Queensway, Admiralty, Hong Kong    

Sotheby's Hong Kong Gallery

15 December 2020 to 29 January 2021 

Sotheby’s and creative partner AllRightsReserved (ARR), have sponsored Catalan artist 
Joan Cornellà’s third solo exhibition in Hong Kong titled “Contemporary Showcase: 
My Life Is Pointless”, marking his return to the city after three years.  Cornellà uses 
satire to comment on the bleak side of human nature, creating works that are honest, 
entertaining and stimulating.  The exhibition showcases for the first time 48 of the 
artist’s latest work of life-sized panels, shaped panel paintings and bronze sculptures, as 
well as a selection of limited print works.  

For more details：https://bit.ly/3htIgKI

Sotheby's x ARR「Contemporary Showcase: My Life Is Pointless by Joan Cornellà」



Factory B, 24/F, Golden Dragon Industrial Centre Block 4, 

182-190 Tai Lin Pai Road Kwai Chung, New Territories, Hong Kong    

Art Box Studio

Now till 28 February 2021

A mysterious gate from ancient India. You can add your imagination to this gate 
and lead your audience on a mysterious tour you created...

Winners will be awarded Cash Prize, Personal Exhibition and Exclusive Stamps.

For more details：https://en.hkiyas.com/artboxgate

SPRING ·Art Box Gate Creation Contest



Artworks appreciation | Leng Jun

The woman in the picture has silky, radiant and moist skin.  Her eyes are crystal clear. 
Her hairs are thick and dark, accentuating an innocent and luscious face.

Her rosy lips harmonize her facial complexion,
This is not a painting, is it?  It can only be a closely taken photograph!

No.  It is not a photograph.  It is indeed an oil painting.

It looks like an enlarged high precision photograph.  

But it really was painted by skillful hands and wonderfully chosen colors.

The painting has attained the lofty standard of “exquisite yet not too detailed, realistic 
but not real”, a level only master painters can accomplish.



This is oil painting?  Are you kidding?

Magnify the painting and look at her eyebrows, eyelashes, and locks.

Every hair is clear, so are the surroundings reflected in her eyes.

Everything is so vivid, so realistic, and so exquisite.

How can this be a painting?!

The truth?  It was painted by an artist one stroke a time!



    Mona Lisa – Design About Smile” painted by Leng Jun

In arts, a beautiful work needs to show “character”.  

The painting ” Mona Lisa – Design About Smile” combines the exquisite

precision in classicism with modernism meditation to form its unique character

The painter’s attention to details is simply breathtaking.





                                                                                           Her hairs are so neatly tied up.  
                                                                                    The cloths look so realistic and exquisite. 
                                                                                               The hands are so lifelike and soft.

Besides oil painting, Leng Jun also excels in traditional Chinese paintings.

His ink wash paintings often used tigers, lions, shrimps, crabs etc. as subjects. 

Many believe Leng’s Chinese paintings are as good as those of Master Qi Baishi.
His works give an impression that the artist simply

 started painting spontaneously and had a lot of fun doing that. 



Leng Jun is known for his infatuation, ingenuity, and selfless devotion in artistic creation.
He pays no attention to vanity and commercial success.  No wonder his artworks 

are not only stunningly beautiful, but each has a unique character.

Under Leng’s freehand brushwork, lions and tigers are 
relaxed yet imperial.  There is no need for dotting eyes.  

 Using the thickness and shade of dark ink, Leng needed only
 a few strokes to show the movement of the subjects.



Featured Artwork | Ink trees | Hilde Mertens

In ‘Ink Trees’, Hilde Mertens have approached 
traditional Chinese ink painting method with a Western 
approach. Rather than depicting a realistic picture of tree 
branches, Mertens has merged his concept of branches with 
ink painting. One can certainly feel the branches, but not 
necessarily see the actual contours of it.

Featured Artwork | A New Life | Derek Marks

The troubled man is drenched in his deep thoughts,
unmoved by his surroundings; while the woman takes her
time to contemplate on the scenery. They share the space 
in life, but not the pace of life. The title of the painting 
has brought the question to its viewers: what kind of 
future lies ahead of this new life? Does this new life 
include each other?



HIYA supports various forms of artistic interaction. Members 
are welcome to share the latest art activities and works with us. 
Our society will also assist members in organizing and holding 
individual exhibitions. Learn to know more about our latest art 
activities and HIYA, please follow our website and social medias.
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